Canadian Rockies
Parks & Resorts

7 DAYS OF SPECTACULAR
SCENERY & LODGES

* Feel the pull of All Points North *
AUGUST 06, 2015 – AUGUST 12, 2015

CANADIAN ROCKIES PARKS & RESORTS

Tucked away in the most breathtaking corners of the Canadian Rockies are the legendary resorts of Lake Louise, Jasper, and Banff. Head north to experience the humbling proportions and famed beauty of Canada’s mountain landscapes, and revel in the opulence, history, and graceful hospitality of its most celebrated lodges.

Dear Alumni and Friends,

Join us for a summertime exploration of Canada’s majestic Rocky Mountains. This special program offers a sampling of world-class resorts amidst spectacular scenery; and unique opportunities in the magnificent ranges of Banff, Jasper, and Yoho National Parks, the crystal waters of Lake Louise and Maligne Lake, and the glacial masses of Icefields Parkway.

Our rate for George Washington University guests on this departure represents a significant savings (more than $800 per couple) over that of non-affiliated guests, so be certain to reserve your spot today—and to share this brochure with friends and family who may be interested in traveling with you! Reserve online at http://gwu.orbridge.com, by phone at (866) 639-0079, or by returning the enclosed registration form.

Raise High the Buff and Blue!

Joshua I. Hiscock
Senior Director, Alumni Benefits & Services, Office of Alumni Relations

Please note: The information contained in this document is current as of 2/12/2015
Program Highlights:

* Discover the epic natural beauty of Canada’s Banff National Park, overnighting at beautiful Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise.

* Admire stunning views along Icefields Parkway; and ride a specially designed Ice Explorer onto the Columbia Icefield to photograph and walk the ice.

* At Fairmont Jasper Park Lodge, fresh mountain air and forest trails beckon. A narrated cruise on the glacial blue waters of Maligne Lake brings you to spectacular viewpoints.

* Ascend Sulphur Mountain on a scenic gondola ride, and find luxurious comfort in pristine wilderness at the Fairmont Banff Springs Hotel.

* What’s Included: full guiding services of two Orbridge Expedition Leaders, all gratuities, six nights accommodations, airport transfers for guests on suggested flights, and meals including a welcome reception, 6 breakfasts, and 3 dinners.

Day-by-Day Itinerary*:

Day 1: Arrive in Calgary
After arriving in Calgary, meet your traveling companions and Orbridge Expedition Leaders for a welcome reception at your hotel.
Overnight: The Westin Calgary

Day 2: Calgary / Lake Louise
This morning, enjoy a guided tour of Calgary, “The Stampede City,” before heading to Lake Louise. After arriving at the hotel, make a special foray to Moraine Lake, returning to the hotel a few hours before dinner: time well-spent with a stroll along the lake or by relaxing in the ambiance of the famous and historic Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise.
Overnight: Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise (B,D)

Day 3: Lake Louise / Icefields Parkway / Jasper
Journey north on Icefields Parkway and admire stunning vistas of alpine meadows, waterfalls, and glacier masses. Get one of the best views in Canada at Peyto Lake. Learn how glaciers are formed, and interpret the geological features as you take a memorable ride over Columbia Icefield in the safety and comfort of an Ice Explorer. Step out onto ice that has been forming for 200 years, feeding into the Triple Continental Divide. Continue on to Jasper National Park, the largest national park in the Canadian Rockies.

Overnight: Fairmont Jasper Park Lodge (B,D)

Day 4: Jasper / Maligne Lake
After breakfast, enjoy a fully narrated cruise on Maligne Lake. At world-famous Spirit Island, photograph surrounding ridges against the lake’s glacier-fed blue waters. With the rest of the day at your leisure, consider strolling the streets of Jasper and explore their specialty stores, or take time to enjoy the Fairmont Jasper Park Lodge, offering a scenic golf course where Hollywood greats like Marilyn Monroe, Robert Mitchum, and Bing Crosby are known to have played. An optional raft trip on the Athabasca River this afternoon, or a nature walk to Mount Edith Cavell to see glacier formations, icebergs, and waterfalls are also available.

Overnight: Fairmont Jasper Park Lodge (B)

Day 5: Jasper / Banff
This morning we stop at thundering Athabasca Falls before continuing our sightseeing with visits to Banff and Yoho National Park. See for yourself the inspiration of Yoho’s name: a Cree expression of awe and wonder. The Natural Bridge spanning Kicking Horse River and Emerald Lake, sculpted by the erosive rushing water, is an impressive demonstration of natural forces. Arrive in Banff with the evening at leisure.

Overnight: Fairmont Banff Springs Hotel (B)

Day 6: Banff
Marvel at the six mountain ranges you will be able to see as you ride up Sulphur Mountain on the Banff Gondola. Keep your camera close at hand for a scenic drive around Tunnel Mountain, and watch for elk, deer, and the unique landscape features of the Hoodoos and Bow River. With the afternoon at leisure, you’ll have the opportunity to take an optional helicopter flightseeing trip and get even more dramatic aerial views of the Rocky Mountains, fish for trout on Lake Minnewanka, or stroll the colorful streets of Banff. This evening, share photos and stories with your travel companions at a special farewell dinner.

Overnight: Fairmont Banff Springs Hotel (B,D)

Day 7: Banff / Depart Calgary
After breakfast, take your complimentary transfer to the Calgary Airport for your flight home, or to the train station if you chose to continue to Vancouver. (B)

*Itinerary subject to change

What’s Included:

* Six nights in stand-out accommodations
* Breakfast daily, welcome reception, and 3 three-course dinners, including a farewell dinner
* Full guiding services by two Orbridge Expedition Leaders as well as expert local guides
* Admission to the beautiful parks of the Canadian Rockies, including Jasper, Yoho, and Banff National Parks
* An Ice Explorer ride on the Columbia Icefield, Gondola ride up Sulphur
Mountain, and a cruise on Maligne Lake

- Private deluxe motor coach with air-conditioning and extra leg room while touring
- Airport transfers for guests arriving and departing on suggested flights, including luggage porterage
- Gratuities for Orbridge Expedition Leaders, local guides, drivers, porters, housekeeping, and wait staff for included meals

Your Guide(s):

Two Orbridge Expedition Leaders

On this program you will have the benefit of **two premier Expedition Leaders**. With their extensive local knowledge and experience as naturalists and historians, enjoy cultures and locations you encounter with added confidence, understanding, and appreciation.

Program Accommodations:

**Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise**

Situated in one of the world’s most breathtaking settings, Chateau Lake Louise evokes a sense of timeless beauty, warmth, intimacy, comfort, and Old World charm. Resting next to majestic mountains and the vibrant blues and greens of glacier-fed Lake Louise, the resort affords incredible opportunities for sightseeing, recreation, photography, shopping, and dining.

Room Amenities: Cable TV, wireless internet access (additional cost), phone, coffee and tea-making facilities, and en suite bathroom with hair dryer.

**Fairmont Jasper Park Lodge**
The charming cabins and rugged elegance of Jasper Park Lodge make it the embodiment of peace, tranquility, and natural beauty. With one of the world’s finest golf courses, spectacular outdoor adventure opportunities, gracious hospitality, and fine cuisine, Jasper Park Lodge is an ideal place to unwind.

Room Amenities: Cable TV, phone, computer data port, coffee and tea-making facilities, and en suite bathroom with hair dryer.

**Fairmont Banff Springs Hotel**

With its unique blend of opulence and seclusion, the Fairmont Banff Springs has been a favorite spot in the Canadian Rockies for over a century. Styled after a Scottish baronial castle, Banff Springs offers stunning vistas, an award-winning spa, and luxurious comfort in a pristine wilderness.

Room Amenities: Cable TV, wireless internet access (additional cost), phone, coffee and tea-making facilities, and en suite bathroom with hair dryer.

**Westin Calgary**

Conveniently located in downtown Calgary, guests can enjoy easy access to downtown shopping and dining along with comfortable and well-appointed rooms.

Room Amenities: LCD flat panel TV, wireless internet access (additional cost), phone, coffee-making facilities, and en suite bathroom with hair dryer.
Deluxe Accommodations package includes room upgrades at the following properties: Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise, Fairmont Jasper Park Lodge, and Fairmont Banff Springs Hotel. Availability limited.

**Activity Level:**

**Moderate**

The majority of the program's activities will take place outdoors and a fair amount of walking on varying terrain is to be expected. Many of the parks have dirt trails, but they are usually fairly smooth for walking, some do have paved pathways and boardwalks. It is our expectation that guests on this program are able to get in and out of a motorcoach without assistance and be sure-footed on frozen or ice-covered terrain. If you are able to walk a mile at a moderate pace, you will be able to enjoy all of the excursions. However, there are opportunities for different abilities to enjoy the national parks. Also keep in mind that you will experience varying altitudes, rising up to 7,705’, to which you may not be accustomed.

**Transportation Info:**

**Traveling by Motor Coach:**

Between the majority of your destinations, you will travel comfortably in a private, air-conditioned, motor coach or mini bus.

**What They’re Saying:**

“All of the accommodations were way beyond our expectations. Some day we will return. This was a bucket list trip—along with the train ride from Banff to Vancouver.”
- Greg & Sue W., Cary, NC

“Our guide was very entertaining with stories and jokes. Nature hikes he took us on were informative and fun.”
- Kevin A., Denton, TX

“The trip was fabulous and Orbridge came through with their trademark level of high quality service, educational excellence, and fun.... Our Expedition Leader’s expertise as a naturalist and retired parks manager, provided wonderful background explaining the geology, geography, and flora and fauna of the area - with a touch of humor. He is a leader for a number of Orbridge tours. Our other guide is experienced and provided wonderful stories about the history and lore of the area and Canada. Her attention to detail is a cut above!”
- Karen and David S., Ann Arbor, MI

“The Vancouver Extension was excellent in all respects.”
- Phil L., Park City, UT

**Optional Extension:**
See the sights with glass-domed seating as you traverse the Continental Divide by rail along Kicking Horse River, Shushwap Lake, and Fraser Canyon, ending in the sparkling city of Vancouver, British Columbia.

**Itinerary:**

**Day 7: Banff / Rocky Mountaineer / Kamloops**
After breakfast, your Orbridge Expedition Leader will bid you farewell after you are settled in at the train station. Board the Rocky Mountaineer and enjoy a hot lunch in the dining car on your way to Kamloops. Travel westward toward Shuswap Lake and admire its many miles of shoreline, and traverse the Continental Divide as you ride along Kicking Horse River. Your luggage will be delivered to you in Kamloops. Accommodations in Kamloops are determined by Rocky Mountaineer.
Overnight: Hotel in Kamloops (B,L)

**Day 8: Kamloops / Rocky Mountaineer / Vancouver**
Enjoy breakfast and lunch on board the Rocky Mountaineer as you follow Thompson River and Fraser Canyon. A representative will be waiting at the Vancouver train station to assist you to the hotel.
Overnight: Fairmont Waterfront Hotel (B,L)

**Day 9: Vancouver**
With a day at leisure, take time to explore beautiful Vancouver, perhaps venturing to the waterfront, Chinatown, or Stanley Park. You may also choose to participate in one of the offered optional excursions.
Overnight: Fairmont Waterfront Hotel (B)

**Day 10: Depart Vancouver**
After breakfast, take your complimentary transfer to the Vancouver Airport for your flight home. (B)

_B = Breakfast, L = Lunch_

Please note that extensions are not escorted by an Orbridge Expedition Leader. A local host will be available to assist you with your plans. Group space may not be available within 90 days of departure.

**Accommodations:**

**Kamloops**

**Vancouver Fairmont Waterfront Hotel** (or similar)
At the Fairmont Waterfront Hotel, guests can take in world-famous mountain and harbor views, enjoy fabulous service and take advantage of the luxurious amenities that have earned the hotel a spot on the Condé Nast Gold List as one of The World’s Best Places To Stay for 2014. Unwind in the state-of-the-art health club, take a dip in the whirlpool or pool, or treat yourself to a massage.

Room amenities: Flatscreen TV, complimentary wireless internet, phone, pillow-top beds, in-room safe, 24-hour in-room dining, mini-bar, Keurig coffee & tea maker, exclusive Le Labo bath amenities, terry cloth bathrobes, and hair dryer.

What's Included:

- Rocky Mountaineer rail transport with upgraded SilverLeaf Service—single-level dome coach seating with panoramic views and meals served at your seat (upgrade on the Rocky Mountaineer to GoldLeaf Service available for an additional $495)
- One night accommodation in Kamloops (hotel determined by Rocky Mountaineer) and two nights at the Fairmont Waterfront Hotel (or similar) in Vancouver
- Breakfast each morning and two lunches
- Access to a local host in Vancouver to assist with your plans
- Transfer from the hotel to the airport as well as gratuities to drivers, porters, and host
Reservation Form

Canadian Rockies Parks & Resorts

AUGUST 06, 2015 — AUGUST 12, 2015
EXTENSION: AUGUST 12, 2015 — AUGUST 15, 2015

☐ Option 1: Reserve online now at http://gwu.orbridge.com or call (866) 639-0079.

☐ Option 2: Secure your reservation with a deposit charged to the credit card below, or with an enclosed check payable to: Orbridge LLC.

Guest Information:
Guest #1 (as printed on passport): ______________________________ Class Year ______
Guest #2 (as printed on passport): ______________________________ Class Year ______
Address: _________________________________________________________
City: __________________________ State: __________ Zip: __________
Email: __________________________ Phone: __________ Alt. Phone: __________
Category Preference (if applicable): 1st choice________________________ 2nd choice________________________

Deposit:
(#) ______ guests joining program ($850/person) +
(#) ______ guests joining extension ($500/person if applicable) = Total deposit: $ ________

Deposit Payment:
☐ Check enclosed  ☐ Online Check/ACH  ☐ MasterCard/Visa  ☐ American Express  ☐ Discover
Card #: __________________________ Exp. date: __________ CVV: ______
Name (as printed on card): _________________________________________
Billing address (if different from above): ______________________________
City: __________________________ State: __________ Zip: __________

I/we have read, understand, and agree to the full Terms & Conditions at http://terms.orbridge.com and detailed in program documents; and that Orbridge LLC is authorized to charge my credit card above and/or take my/our deposit for this program.

Signature: __________________________ Date: __________

Mail or fax reservation form and deposit to: Orbridge
P.O. Box 10339, Bainbridge Island, WA 98110
Fax: (206) 452-5655

Program Rates*
Standard: $3,995
Deluxe: $4,595
Extension Rate: $2,795**
Discounted group rate; limited offer. Rates are per person based on double occupancy, in U.S. dollars. Airfare not included. Single program rate is $5,695 and single extension rate is $3,495; availability limited. Deluxe includes room upgrades at the following properties: Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise, Fairmont Jasper Park Lodge, and Fairmont Banff Springs Hotel. Upgrade on the Rocky Mountaineer to GoldLeaf Service available for an additional $495. Deluxe Package and Rocky Mountaineer upgrade availability limited. **Rate is per person based on double occupancy, in U.S. dollars. Single extension rate is $3,495. Airfare not included. Upgrade on the Rocky Mountaineer for additional $495.

Terms & Conditions

ORBRIDGE TERMS AND CONDITIONS

These Travel Guest Terms and Conditions ("Agreement") apply to and control any travel services offered by or through Orbridge LLC or any of its Affiliates (together and in the alternative, "Orbridge," "we," "us," or "our"). For purposes of this Agreement, the term "Affiliates" means any natural person or legal entity that is controlled by, controls, or is under common control with Orbridge. "Control" means the ability, either directly or indirectly, to direct the affairs of Orbridge by means of ownership, contract, employment relationship or otherwise. "You" and "your" means each program participant.

Rates. Program rates are based on minimum participation levels, current fares (air, water, land), tariffs and currency values. While Orbridge does everything possible to maintain the listed program rates, they are subject to change effective immediately upon posting unless otherwise specified by Orbridge.

Registration, Deposits and Final Payment. To confirm and secure your reservation, a deposit of $850 per person per program and $300 per person per extension, and any non-refundable deposits are due at the time of registration payable by check, ACH, money order, wire transfer of same day US funds, or major credit card. Final payment including any extension(s) and optional activities is payable by check, money order, ACH or wire transfer of same day US funds and due no later than 90 days prior to the scheduled program departure date. If your reservation is made fewer than 90 days prior to departure, the entire cost of the program, plus any extension and optionally, is due at the time of registration by check, money order, ACH or wire transfer of same day US funds. If final payment is not received by Orbridge by the scheduled program departure date, (a) the reservation is subject to a late payment fee equal to 2% (or the maximum legal rate, if less) of the total invoice amount, per week until paid in full, and (b) Orbridge may, at any time and with or without notice, cancel your reservation in its sole and absolute discretion. All payments we receive from you are herein defined as "Payments".

Reservation Grace Period. Reservations made not fewer than 98 calendar days prior to the scheduled program departure date may be cancelled at any time during the seven (7) calendar day period (the "Grace Period") immediately following the date of reservation for a full refund of all Payments received by Orbridge as of the effective date of termination. Notice of termination must be in writing, must be received by Orbridge in the Grace Period and is effective only on timely receipt of such written notice by Orbridge. For all other reservations and cancellations, the terms of the Cancellations and Refunds section below apply.

Cancellations and Refunds. All cancellations must be submitted to Orbridge in writing and will be subject to a cancellation fee ("Cancellation Fee") as follows: (a) if the cancellation notice is received by Orbridge 151 or more days prior to the scheduled program departure date, the Cancellation Fee will be $500 per person per program and $300 per person per program for any extension; (b) if the cancellation notice is received by Orbridge between 150 and 91 days prior to the scheduled departure date the Cancellation Fee will be forfeit of the full deposit per person per extension; and (c) if the cancellation notice is received by Orbridge 90 or fewer days prior to the scheduled departure date, the Cancellation Fee will be the full program rate in addition to and not in lieu of the foregoing, a Cancellation Fee equal to 100% of the carrier applies to non-refundable airfares due to your cancellation made at any time prior to the scheduled program departure date, as applicable. Refunds, if any, of any Payments in excess of the aggregate Cancellation Fee shall be processed within 30 calendar days of our receipt of your written notice.

Travel Insurance: Orbridge strongly recommends that you purchase travel and cancellation insurance to protect your interests in the event unexpected or unforeseen circumstances, including without limitation, force majeure events, cause the cancellation of your trip. In addition, we recommend that you consider obtaining a policy(ies) that will cover some or all of your losses associated with damage or loss of luggage or personal effects. If you do not have, but are interested in, purchasing travel and cancellation insurance please contact us immediately.

Cancelled Programs. All programs are subject to cancellation by Orbridge prior to the scheduled departure date for any reason including without limitation, and in our sole reasonable judgment, insufficient participation, logistical problems that may impede program operations or represent conditions or events that may expose program guests and/or Orbridge to undue risk of harm, injury, damage or inconvenience. In the event of program cancellation by Orbridge for any reason whatsoever within the 30-day period immediately preceding the program start date, Orbridge shall have no obligation to refund any Payments received by Orbridge as of the date of cancellation. In the event of the program cancellation by Orbridge at any time before the 30-day period immediately preceding the program start date for any reason whatsoever other than a force majeure event, your sole and exclusive remedy shall be (a) refund of such Payments received and held by Orbridge as of the date of cancellation that have not already been advanced to suppliers, and (b) for Payments received by Orbridge that have been advanced to suppliers, Orbridge shall have no refund obligation but may, in its sole discretion, undertake commercially reasonable efforts to recover or refund to you any Payments received by Orbridge that have been advanced to suppliers, less the costs of recovery, limited to such amounts not covered by trip or travel insurance. However, you acknowledge and agree that (A) Orbridge has no obligation to recover or refund all or any portion of Payments advanced to suppliers, (b) commercially reasonable recovery efforts under this Section shall not include or require, and shall be by way of, expenditure of exclusive of any legal proceedings by or on behalf of Orbridge in any forum, venue or jurisdiction whatsoever, (c) your primary source of recovery of any Payments made by you in the event of program cancellation due to a force majeure event shall be your travel and/or cancellation insurance proceeds, and (d) notwithstanding any provision in these Terms & Conditions or other documents to the contrary, Orbridge shall have no obligation to recover or refund to you any Payments or other amounts to the extent they have or will be satisfied by the travel insurance proceeds. Orbridge is not responsible for, and you hereby release and forever discharge Orbridge from, any expense or cost incurred by you in preparing for or arising or resulting from a cancelled program, including without limitation, the cost of non-refundable airfare, other transportation, lodging and meal expense, visa fees, medical expenses, equipment and clothing purchases, insurance premiums and deductibles and the cost of any additional or alternative arrangements you elect or are required to incur or make as a result of a cancelled program.

Itineraries. Additions and arranged excursions are subject to change or substitution at any time due to unforeseen circumstances or circumstances beyond Orbridge's control. Every reasonable effort will be made to operate programs as planned, but adjustments, substitutions and changes may occur after the final itinerary has been issued. Orbridge may, in its sole discretion, withdraw a program or any part of it, make such alterations or substitutions to the itinerary or program inclusions as it deems necessary or desirable, and pass on to program participants any expenditures, add extra costs or events beyond its reasonable control. In addition, Orbridge may, in its sole discretion, withdraw or modify a program if required by the tour operator or other vendor with whom Orbridge has contracted or by applicable governmental authority.

Not Included. Unless specifically noted in the itinerary, program prices do not include the following expenses, which if applicable are your sole responsibility to pay and satisfy: trip cancellation insurance and passenger travel protection plan; domestic, international, and internal airfares; transfers and luggage handling fees except in connection with scheduled group flight; ground transportation costs associated with obtaining passport or visa fees; airport transfers when other than scheduled group dates; excess baggage charges; any new value added taxes or GST taxes added to program costs by applicable governmental authority; gratuities to drivers, guides, or ship's crew not specified; meals and beverages other than those specified as being included in the itinerary; sightseeing not included in the itinerary; personal expenses such as laundry, communication charges and other like expenses are subject to availability; and ship, air, or transportation fuel surcharges, if applicable.

Health and Fitness to Travel. Some programs include physically active elements. To enjoy the program as intended, a minimum level of fitness is required. Accordingly, you must be in good physical and mental condition to participate. You represent and warrant to Orbridge that you have no physical, mental or other condition, impairment or disability that may or will cause or create a risk of injury or other hazard to yourself or others in respect to any aspect of the program you have selected. Orbridge may, in its sole discretion, limit, restrict or prohibit from participation in any aspect of any program any individual that it considers in its sole discretion to be impaired or unsuitable due to fitness level. In addition, Orbridge may, in its sole discretion and at the participant's sole expense, remove from the program, or restrict the program-related activities of, any individual whose physical or mental condition may or is likely to cause a hazard to himself/herself or others, or otherwise impair the enjoyment of other program participants. Any physical condition requiring special attention, diet, or treatment must be reported in writing to Orbridge at the time a program reservation is made. Should you have any questions or need any clarification about a specific program, please ask for details at the time of agreement that nothing in this Section creates any obligation or duty on the part of Orbridge to monitor, to make any decision or determination or to take any action in respect to any program participant on account of such individual's mental or physical condition, health or otherwise.

Travel Advisories and Warnings. It is the sole responsibility of each guest to stay informed about the most current international travel advisories and warnings by visiting the U. S. State Department's travel website at [http://www.travel.state.gov] or by contacting the U.S. State Department directly. In the event of an active State Department Travel Warning ("Warning") against travel to a specific destination or location(s) and you elect to travel to the location(s) notwithstanding such Warning, you hereby agree, individually and on behalf of your marital community, heirs, estates, personal representatives, executors and assigns, to assume, and to defend, indemnify and hold Orbridge harmless from and against, all actual or potential personal injuries, death, property damage and other loss or liability arising from or related to events that are the same or similar to those specified in the Warning.

Children. Orbridge welcomes the participation of children in its programs. However, in the event you do include your children or other minors for whom you serve as legal guardian (together,
"Dependents" in your travel plans, you hereby acknowledge and agree that you are and shall be at all times solely responsible for their care, actions, safety and protection during the program and any extension(s). Should you have any questions whether a particular program or inclusion is suitable for your Dependent(s), please contact us and we will do our best to provide you with answers.

Baggage. Program rates include the price of two (2) pieces of policy-compliant baggage per person during the land or cruise portion of the program only unless specified in the itinerary. Please be advised that air carriers often impose restrictions or limitations on the number of pieces, size and weight of luggage and may reject or impose additional fees on luggage exceeding such limitations or restrictions. All such fees are your sole cost and responsibility. In addition and regardless of location or transportation method, your baggage and personal effects are and shall at all times be at your sole responsibility and risk throughout the entire program. Please check with your international carrier for other baggage restrictions and limitations applicable to international flights.

Travel Documents. For U.S. citizens, valid passports are required for travel to foreign destinations and some countries require specific visas prior to entry. Please direct any questions in respect to visa requirements to Orbridge, which shall use commercially reasonable efforts to provide answers as a courtesy, provided that it shall remain your sole responsibility and obligation to obtain and verify that you have all required travel documents, including visas, for your nationality necessary and appropriate for the program location(s) and sufficient blank pages in your passport for visas and immigration stamps. Orbridge is not liable and expressly disclaims all such liability; for any expenses or costs you may incur due to your prohibition or restriction from entering a country on the program itinerary or reentering the United States at the conclusion of the program.

Photos and Videos. Orbridge and its representatives may, from time to time, make photographic or video recording(s) during a program, which may include images of you and/or your Dependent(s) (if any). For and in consideration of the benefits you enjoy and in connection with the program, you, individually and on behalf of your Dependent(s), hereby agree and grant to Orbridge a limited, non-exclusive, irrevocable, worldwide, perpetual, royalty-free, right, license and release, with right to sublicense, to exhibit, publish, display, and promote the photographs, images, visual depictions, and reproductions of you (together “Photos”) recorded in digital or other format during the program for use by Orbridge for the limited purpose of promoting and marketing the services of Orbridge in such manner as Orbridge may elect in its sole discretion. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the license granted herein includes the right, without limitation, for Orbridge to reproduce the Photos in digital or other form, to edit such materials, and to publically display, publish and/or distribute such reproductions on Orbridge’s proprietary website (“Website”) and in such other digital media and print materials as Orbridge may elect.

Data Rights and Permissions. Data collected and/or derived by Orbridge resulting from your use of the Website is the sole and exclusive property of Orbridge and may be used in any manner consistent with the Privacy Policy. By submitting to Orbridge a digital or hard copy form that includes your personal contact information, including without limitation, your email address and telephone number(s), you give Orbridge and any other entity identified on the form express written permission to use that information to contact you and as otherwise may be described on the form and/or in the Privacy Policy.

Arbitration. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to any services or products offered or obtained through Orbridge, including without limitation, any claim related to bodily injury, death or property damage, shall be adjudicated and conclusively settled and resolved by binding arbitration in Seattle, Washington before a single arbitrator reasonably knowledgeable in travel services matters selected by Orbridge in its sole reasonable discretion in accordance with the rules of the American Arbitration Association then existing, and judgment on the arbitration award may be entered in any court having jurisdiction over the subject matter of the controversy.

Limitation of Liability. NONE OF (A) ORBRIDGE, (B) THE SPONSORING ENTITIES FOR WHOM ORBRIDGE DESIGNS PROGRAMS, OR (C) ANY OF THEIR RESPECTIVE EMPLOYEES, MEMBERS, MANAGERS, SHAREHOLDERS, OFFICERS OR DIRECTORS (COLLECTIVELY, THE "ORBRIDGE GROUP") OWN OR OPERATE ANY ENTITY THAT DOES OR WILL PROVIDE GOODS OR SERVICES FOR OR IN CONNECTION WITH YOUR PROGRAM. ORBRIDGE PURCHASES, WITHOUT LIMITATION, TRANSPORTATION, HOTEL AND OTHER LODGING ACCOMMODATIONS, FOOD, GROUND HANDLING AND OTHER SERVICES (TOGETHER "VENDOR SERVICES") FROM VARIOUS THIRD-PARTY SUPPLIERS ("VENDORS"). ALL OF WHOM ARE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS AND OVER WHOM THE ORBRIDGE GROUP HAS NO RIGHT OF CONTROL OR AUTHORITY. THE VENDOR SERVICES ARE PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, THE ORBRIDGE GROUP EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY PROVIDED ABOVE, THE ORBRIDGE GROUP MAKES NO WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND WITH RESPECT TO THE PROGRAM, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ORBRIDGE GROUP SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR THE ACTS OR OMISSIONS OF ANY VENDOR OR OTHER THIRD PARTY, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY DAMAGE, DEATH, LOSS OR INJURY TO PERSON OR PROPERTY CAUSED, IN WHOLE OR IN PART, BY ANY VENDOR OR OTHER THIRD PARTY, OR THE STANDARD OF CARE YOU RECEIVE IN CONNECTION WITH THE VENDOR SERVICES. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ORBRIDGE GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, LOSS OF WAGES, SAVINGS OR CONSORTIUM, EVEN IF SUCH DAMAGES ARE FORESEEABLE AND WHETHER OR NOT THE ORBRIDGE GROUP HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF. THE ORBRIDGE GROUP'S MAXIMUM AGGREGATE LIABILITY, WHETHER ARISING IN TORT, EQUITY, LAW OR CONTRACT, SHALL NOT EXCEED THE TOTAL AMOUNT PAID OR PAYABLE BY YOU TO ORBRIDGE IN CONNECTION WITH THE PROGRAM AT ISSUE. The limitations set forth in this Section shall not apply where prohibited by law, but instead shall be interpreted to give effect and enforced to the maximum allowable extent.

Force Majeure. In addition and without limitation, Orbridge shall not be liable for any injury, loss, death, inconvenience, delay or damage to personal property in connection with or resulting from acts of God, illness, disease, acts of war, riot, civil unrest, insurrection or revolt, flood, cyclone, hurricane, fire, earthquake or other natural occurrence, weather event or disaster, animals, strikes or other labor activities, criminal or terrorist activities of any kind, overbooking or downgrading of services, food poisoning, mechanical or other failure of aircraft, vessels or other means of transportation, termination or cancellation of services by suppliers for any reason or for failure of timely arrival or departure.

Other Dates, program details and costs, although given in good faith and based on tariffs, exchange rates and other information current at the time of printing, are subject to change at any time. While we do not anticipate material revisions of the itinerary or its included features, we do reserve the right to substitute accommodations or modes of transportation and to make any changes in the itinerary Orbridge, in its sole discretion, deems necessary and in that case any additional expense or cost will be paid by the individual guest. Your baggage and personal effects are your sole responsibility at all times. There are many inherent risks in travel, which can lead to illness, injury, or even death. These risks are increased by the fact that some of our programs take place in remote locations, far from medical facilities. You acknowledge and agree to assume all such risks associated with participating in this program.

Orbridge may at any time and without notice modify these terms and conditions, and any modification so made will be effective for all reservations made from and after the posted Effective Date.

In the event any term in these terms and conditions is deemed unenforceable by a court of competent jurisdiction, the unenforceable clause shall be interpreted to give effect to the parties' intentions to the greatest enforceable extent, and all other provisions hereof shall remain fully enforceable according to their terms.

Acceptance of Contract. ANY PAYMENT TO ORBRIDGE, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO DEPOSITS, CONSTITUTES YOUR ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF AND AGREEMENT TO THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS SET FORTH ABOVE AND IN MORE SPECIFIC TOUR DOCUMENTS.
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